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Toilet runs constantly fill valve

A constantly running toilet is a common problem in many homes, not to mention a great deal of irritation and a significant waster of fresh water. Fortunately, solving this problem is simple and will help you reduce your water consumption. Start with a simple lesson on toilet mechanics. A basic understanding of the mechanisms of your toilet and how they work will help you make the
necessary repairs. When you press the handle, a chain lifts a flap (called a flapper) that allows the water in your tank to flow into the bowl. When the tank is emptied, the flaperon drops and closes the opening to start the replenishment cycle. A large plastic float drops as the water is drained out of the tank. The float is connected to a float valve that opens when the float is down
and closes when the tank is full and the float is up. An overflow pipe in the middle of the tank drains excess water into the bowl if the level in the tank becomes too high. This tube is also the channel through which the float valve sends water to the bowl during the refill cycle. A constantly running toilet, or a toilet that tops its tank by itself, can stem from a number of issues, including
a faulty flap, a high water level, or a water-logged float. If none of these seem to be the problem, you probably have a broken valve. The best solution is simply to replace it. Your toilet's flaps are a plastic or rubber cap that holds water in your tank. Over time, your flaps can go crazy and create a faulty seal. If your tank doesn't refill or hold water, it's probably due to a sub-pair of
flaps. To troubleshoot your flaps: Check the flaperon's consistency. In many cases, flappers become hard and stop creating a suitable seal. Feel your flaps to make sure it's still soft and able to hold the water back. Check the chain. Make sure the chain connected to your flaperon doesn't catch anything. If you have an overly long chain (with lots of extra hanging down), trim off
some excess to prevent tangling. If the chain is rusty or not designed for this use, it must be replaced with a new flap chain. Check for jams. Flappers can get squeezed in their hinges. Look for a side of flaps that are jammed and prevent a full seal. Check for adjustment. Flappers can become loosened and cause leaks. Make sure your flap sits directly above the drain. Your toilet's
overflow tube ensures that the tank does not overfill and flood your bathroom. However, if the filling valve float is set too high, small amounts of water will leak into the overflow pipe and into the bowl, resulting in the filling valve being switched on automatically and filling the tank up at regular intervals. Lower the float setting on the filling valve. Some valves have a metal rod and a
small clip that you squeeze to push the clip (and float) up and down on the rod; slide the clip down to lower the water level. You have an old fill valve with a long rod and a tank ball, gently bend the rod in the middle so that the ball goes a little deeper into the tank. Rinse the toilet and leave fill and stop by itself. Check the water level. It should be about 1/2 to 1 inch under the top of
the overflow tube. Adjust the float more if necessary and rinse again until the refill stops at the right level. Water-logged floats can also cause constant running. If the water is trapped inside your float, it will sit lower in the water and leave your floating valve partially open. Check your float by screwing it (if applicable) and shaking it. Replace the float if you hear water inside. Your fill
valve controls the flow of water into the toilet tank. A broken valve cannot be switched off or can turn off inconsistently, leading to non-stop or accidental refill cycles. Submerged swimming valves are the most common sign of a defective filling valve. Because the filling valves are cheap and easy to replace, it is better to replace an old filling valve than try to repair. Turn off the water
supply by closing the shut-off valve on the pipe leading to the toilet. Remove the tank lid. Rinse the toilet to empty the tank. Place a plastic bucket or bucket under the water supply hose. Disconnect the supply hose from the bottom of the filling valve. Remove the old filling valve by unscrewing the locking nut at the bottom of the water supply shaft and pulling the entire valve unit
out of the tank. Remaining water in the tank will run into the trash or bucket. Adjust the height of the new valve to fit the tank height, in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Insert the threading end of the valve into the hole in the tank and secure it with the locking nut, tightening by hand. Use pliers to turn the nut a little further to create a waterproof seal, but be careful
not to over-tighten. Attach the supply hose to the filling valve and tighten it tightly (not too tight) with pliers. Cut the valve's refill hose on top of the overflow tube so that the hose points down the pipe. Do not place the pipe under your waterline. This will lead to constant replenishment. Most valves come with a clamp or angle adapter that ensures the tube is at the right angle. Turn
on the water at the shut-off valve and allow the tank to refill. Fine-tune the water level as needed so that the water stops about 1 inch below the top of the overflow pipe or as specified by the manufacturer. Replace the toilet tank lid. When the toilet is constantly running, we must first find out if you have a filling valve problem or a flapper/flush valve problem. Step 1 – If you have
turned off the water supply, turn on the water and look into the tank. Find out if the water level rises so high that it flows into the overflow pipe. If the answer is yes, follow the steps for cleaning the filling valve. Step 1A – If flush residues (cleaning solution) do not solve the problem. Replace the filling valve. Flush residues (cleaning solution): It is possible for dirt and dirt to lodge
inside the valve. This can happen when the water is switched on and can happen after a new a few days later or even months and and after installation. Follow these steps to clean the valve: Turn off the water and rinse the toilet. Reach into the tank with your right hand and lift the float cup and grab the grey shaft and hold it in this position (see image below). With your left hand
grab the cap while placing the thumb on the side of the plastic arm. Turn both the cap and the plastic arm counterclockwise 1/8. Press down on the cap while making a quick twisting motion. Lift up on the cap and move away from the top of the valve housing. Use a cup hold the cup upside down over the exposed opening of the valve and turn on the water supply full force for 10-
15 seconds. Look inside valve to make sure there is no dirt left inside the valve. Reverse steps to place the top back on the valve. Turn on water and rinse toilet to make sure the problem has been resolved. Video: How to fix a running toilet If this procedure does not resolve the problem, the replacement of the filling valve should resolve the problem. To see all the filling valves,
click here: Fill valves Step 2 -With the tank full of water turn off the water to the toilet and mark the current water level inside the tank. Wait a period of 10-15 minutes and note if the water is running off your mark. If it drains down replace flaps first, then this is the most common problem. To see all the flaps, click here: Flappers Step 3 – If you replace the flaperon and the toilet
continues to run down (repeat step 2 if necessary), we recommend replacing the flush valve as this will eventually stop the constant draining of water from the tank to the bowl. To see all the flushing valves, click here: Flush Valves Step 4 - If the toilet at any time is running and you see water on the floor immediately turn off the water and look inside the tank to see if the water
comes from the lid or tank lever area. Replace the filling valve and replace the flush valve. The flush valve is set to the wrong height or can block the path to the water to drain safely into the toilet bowl. If the water is draining down and water comes out from the bottom of the tank change tank bolts and washers. Jump to the main contentHome House &amp; Components Fixtures
Toilets Learn the simple four-step strategy that solves 95 percent of toilet flushing problems. Stop water from constantly running, give a wimpy flush a boost, and solve other common problems quickly and easily. Replacing fillerOiloilet flapperToilets has not changed much in the last 80 years. After a rinse, water still fills a tank, lifting a float that turns off the water when it reaches a
certain level. A handle still opens a flap to cause rinsing, falling back into place when the water level drops. So it's no surprise (or any consolation) that we face the same flush problems today that our grandparents did. Sometimes the flush is too wimpy, sometimes the toilet keeps running, and sometimes the bowl doesn't refill. Our ace plumbing has a simple four-step strategy to
solve 95 percent of the Problems. You can complete the first three steps in five minutes. It will solve most problems. The fourth step is usually easy too, but not always. More on this later. These steps work for most toilets, but not for pressure-help models. Here's what to do if your toilet doesn't stop running. Family HandymanFor a toilet overflow pipe problem, remove the tank lid
and find the filling tube. It is a small flexible pipe that runs from the filling valve to the toilet overflow tube. While the tank is refilled, this tube sprays enough water into the toilet overflow tube to refill the bowl after the finished rinse. If this pipe falls off, or the water flow misses the overflow pipe, the bowl will not fill and your next flush will be wimpy (that is, will not develop a strong
siphon). Put the filling tube back on and push it to the filling valve. Make sure that it is about 1 in. over the edge of the overflow pipe and that the filling pipe sends water into the overflow tube of the toilet. Rinse the toilet and watch the water flow to make sure it goes down the toilet overflow pipe. Family Handyman The water level in the tank is controlled by an adjustable float. A
swimmer set too low gives a slight flush. if it is set too high, water spills in the toilet overflow tube and the filling valve will not be switched off. The toilet keeps running. If you want to know how to fix a toilet that doesn't flush, look for the fill level mark on the inside of the tank and mark it on the toilet overflow tube so you can see it more easily. If you can't find it, measure down about
1 i. on the overflow tube and make a mark. Then rinse the toilet and see if the water reaches and stops at this mark. If not, and the toilet keeps running, adjust the toilet tank's float up or down. If you have an old toilet, you will need to bend the brass rod that connects to the float ball to make adjustments. But with newer toilets, you usually turn a screw or push a clip along a pole.
Rinse the toilet after each adjustment. Keep adjusting the float until the water turns off at the right level. Also, make sure that the water level is at least an inch below the C-L (critical level) marked on the filling valve. You can adjust the height of many valves to raise or lower the C-L. Occasionally, the filling valve simply does not turn off, which means it is defective. If this is the
case, turn off the water supply at the barrier under the tank. Buy a replacement valve. You don't have to match the old one; many, as shown, fit most toilets. It's a 15-minute change-out. Buy a replacement valve on Amazon. Complete DIY projects like a pro! Sign up for our newsletter! Do it right, do it yourself! Family HandymanA chain that is too short or tangled will not allow flaps
to close and water will continue to seep into the bowl. This causes the filling valve to cycle to and to refill the tank. A chain that is too long, or a flush rod that hits the tank lid, will not open flaps wide enough to remain open for full flush. You will find yourself having to hold the handle to a good flush. To avoid shallow water in the toilet bowl and other problems, adjust the connection
in the chain so that only a little bit of slack is left when the flaperon is closed. Cut the excess chain on the rod to leave only about an inch extra to reduce the risk of entanglement. Then put the tank lid back on and make sure that the rinsing rod does not hit the lid when you press the handle. If it does, bend it down slightly and adjust the chain. Family HandymanIf you have
completed the first three steps and your toilet keeps running, chances are you have a worn flapper. If you want to know how to stop a toilet from overflowing, turn off the water, remove the old flaps and take it to the store to find an accurate replacement. (Hardware stores often carry a wide range.) Most flappers snap over ears on the overflow tube. Others have a ring that slides
over the tube. Now here's the catch. You may not be able to find an exact match. The range of flapper styles has exploded over the last 15 years and you can find 15 to 20 flapper options on the store shelf. Some packages contain specific brand and model information (so note yours before you leave home). Others have a universal flapper label. If you can't find an exact
replacement, try the nearest one and download a universal type as well. They are cheap and the extra just might save you another trip to the store! (Avoid adjustable types unless you replace an adjustable one. Buy a universal flap on Amazon.Install the new flaps and make sure it opens and closes freely. Then test it. If the toilet keeps running or runs intermittently, you won't get a
good seal. Try another flap if the toilet won't stop running. If you just can't find a flap that seals, consider replacing the entire toilet overflow tube/flaps. In most toilets (two-piece) this means that the tank must be removed. It's not hard and you don't need special tools. It will take you about an hour and you will avoid that expensive plumber service call. These tips will help you replace
a toilet faster and with fewer problems. Note: Each product is independently selected by our editors. If you buy something through our links, we can earn an affiliate commission. Commission.
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